Crowdsourced bus service provides the customized bus for a group of users with similar itineraries by designing the route based on the users' trip plans. With crowdsourced bus service, the users with similar trips can enjoy the customized bus route efficiently and inexpensively. However, serious privacy concerns (e.g., the exposure of users' current and future locations) have become a major barrier. To protect users' itineraries, we propose Privbus, a privacy-enhanced crowdsourced bus service without hampering the functionality of bus route planning. Specifically, Privbus improves the performance of clustering itineraries due to the assistance of fogs. Then, Privbus executes the fog-assisted density peaks clustering operations on ciphertexts of users' travel plans to protect the users' trips. By doing so, the clustering operation is removed from users' smart devices to fog nodes, so as to enable the users to be offline after they submit their travel plans. According to the clustering results, Privbus uses a route planning method to optimize the bus routes. The optimization reduces the time cost on travel of users, while guaranteeing the good profit and the wide coverage of crowdsourced bus service. Finally, through the performance evaluation and extensive experiments, we demonstrate that Privbus has the advantage of low computational and communication overhead, while providing high security and precision guarantees.
Introduction
Crowdsourced Bus Service (CBS) customizes a bus route for each group of users with similar itineraries after analyzing the trip requests crowdsourced from users. Since CBS can improve the vehicle occupancy rate and provide relatively fast trips in crowded cities compared with public buses, it has been widely expected as a green and efficient way to commute and travel in metropolises. A number of people have changed the way to get to work or school due to various CBS applications, such as Bridj 1 , ✩ Part of this research work was presented in the 16th International Symposium on Modeling and Optimization in Mobile, Ad Hoc, and Wireless Networks (IEEE WiOpt 2018) . Jiewo 2 , GoOpti 3 and Bus Pooling 4 . It is reported that Jiewo has offered more than 200 routes in Beijing and served more than 20,000 passengers per day; among them, 30% of whom previously drive to work or travel 5 .
Unfortunately, the privacy concerns about users' personal information have arisen with the popularity of CBS. As the personal itineraries are closely related to user behavior including the location and time of the event [18, 35] , such exposure poses threats to the user's sensitive information, such as home address, workplace, financial situation, personal preference and even personal safety 6 . According to reports, more than 200,000 users deleted their Uber accounts in August 2017, since Uber had released 2 billion pieces of trip data collected from people in more than 450 cities 7 to promote the platform, Uber Movement. Therefore, serious privacy concerns have become a major barrier against the further growth of CBS.
While the privacy of itineraries gains great importance, CBS requires the use of detailed trip information, including users' ID, source locations, destination locations and expected arrival time [17, 18, 27] . These trip requests are essential for trip clustering and bus route planning in the process of offering CBSs. If users' itineraries are completely hidden, performing clustering computation for designing bus routes is infeasible [10] . Therefore, the major technical challenge is how to enable privacy-preserving trip clustering for CBSs while preserving sensitive information about users' trips [7, 15, 25] .
The existing Privacy-Preserving Clustering (PPC) schemes are based on either randomization or cryptography techniques. The former [1, 16, 29] protects sensitive data by adding noise, which is computationally efficient, but the extra noise reduces clustering quality in most randomization-based schemes, resulting in inaccurate cluster centers and improper bus routes. The latter [2, 33, 37] can achieve the relatively strong privacy preservation without sacrificing clustering quality. Nevertheless, applying these PPC approaches to CBS has several limitations: (1) Users need to execute encryption and decryption operations in each iteration to guarantee privacy and clustering quality in most methods, which put heavy computational and communication overhead on the users' resource-constrained mobile devices. (2) Users' trips have the characteristic of positive spatial auto-correlation [12] in a manner of spatial statistics, which is conductive to quickly identify the geographically proximate users. Unfortunately, it is difficult to make the positive spatial auto-correlation characteristic work when the trips are encrypted. (3) The service provider has enough motivations to merge some clusters into a bus route, since it is able to increase profit by using fewer buses to carry more passengers, whereas a route of this type is usually long, resulting in the conflict between the length of routes and the user demand of fast bus trips.
To address these issues, we introduce fog computing [26, 28] into CBSs. Fog nodes are deployed between the users' terminal devices and CBS server, and have the ability to provide data storage and network computing services. Thus, each fog node can collect encrypted trip plans from all users in its service region [36] , and then performs density peaks (DP) trip clustering on the crowdsourced ciphertexts [38, 39] instead of the users. This makes it feasible to reduce the computing and communication cost on the users' smart devices and even support the offline users. Furthermore, even though the trip information is encrypted, the positive spatial auto-correlation characteristic [12] of crowdsourced trips works for improving the performance of implementing DP trip clustering [34] without losing the clustering quality due to the data locality property of fog nodes. Fog nodes are only allowed to access the encrypted trips, since fog nodes are not fully trusted. Therefore, in this paper, we propose Privbus to provide the privacy-preserving CBS in the fog-assisted architecture, including fog-assisted DP clustering, privacy-preserving trip clustering and bus route planning. Specifically, the main contributions of our paper are threefold:
• We propose the fog-assisted DP clustering mechanism, which enhances the performance of implementing DP clustering without losing clustering quality due to the data locality property of fog nodes. Given n trips in CBS system, compared with O(n 2 ) distances in the original DP clustering, only O(n i n) distance values 7 https://futurism.com/uber-releases-a-staggering-2-billion-trips-worth-oftraffic-data/ need to be calculated, where n i ≪ n holds and n i denotes the number of users in a fog node's service region.
• We design a novel privacy-preserving trip clustering mechanism to perform the fog-assisted DP clustering with privacy protection techniques. In addition to protect each user's sensitive trip, the mechanism assigns the calculation task of privacypreserving clustering to fog nodes instead of users. Thus the mechanism reduces the computing cost on the users' smart devices, and even allows the users to be offline after submitting their trip requests.
• We present an approach of route planning based on the clustering outcome, which customizes and optimizes bus routes for the users. In order to increase the service provider's profit and extend access to CBS, CBS server optimizes the customized bus routes by merging some clusters into a bus route, subject to the user demands of walking distance to bus stops, acceptable waiting time, expected arrival time and fast bus trips.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the system model and privacy model, and identify the design goals. In Section 3, we review the preliminaries. Then, we propose Privbus and discuss its security in Section 3.3, followed by the performance evaluation in Section 4. Finally, we review the related works in Section 5 and draw the conclusion in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present the system model and privacy model, and identify our design goals for Privbus.
System model
CBS system consists of three entities: a server, users with terminal devices, and fog nodes, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
CBS server is a platform to provide CBS for a metropolitan, which has strong computational capability and sufficient storage space. CBS server cooperates with fog nodes to gather similar trips in a cluster without learning the detailed trips. Based on the clustering result, CBS server designs routes for providing on-demand bus trips and optimizes bus routes to increase its profit and the service coverage on the premise of satisfying user demand. As shown in Fig. 1 , CBS server recommends route 1 to users, since 3 clusters (a 0 → a 1 , b 0 → b 1 and c 0 → c 1 ) are merged into route 1, which enables a bus to serve more passengers.
The individual users buy the bus tickets from CBS server. Users' trip requests hide information about their trips and the adjacent fog nodes that cover their d c -length neighbors. After submitting a trip request to a nearby fog node, each user is allowed to be offline until she downloads the result of CBS and pays for the ticket. Thus, users' mobile devices with the limited resources can save resource to accomplish other important tasks.
Fog nodes can be cellular base stations, WiFi access points or femtocell routers [23] , having computational capability and storage space, which are deployed at the edge of the Internet. Each fog node can serve users holding mobile devices within the scope of the area it covers. In the fog-assisted architecture, fog nodes crowdsource users' trip requests, exchange the crowdsourced data with adjacent fog nodes, and then perform DP clustering with CBS server. Fog nodes are able to improve the performance of clustering calculation without losing clustering quality and users' privacy. 
Privacy model
CBS server is assumed to follow the agreements between it and users, such as privacy policy, which usually requires CBS server to keep users' trip data private. However, it is impossible to fully trust the service provider, since CBS server has a strong incentive to infer detailed information about users' trips and even capture personal information hidden in the intermediate values and the final results. Hence, CBS server is honest-but-curious in our work. The fog nodes are honest-but-curious as well. They follow the protocol honestly, but are interested in individual users' detailed trips for business benefits. Besides, CBS server does not actively collude with fog nodes, since they are business driven entities from different companies in realistic scenarios [31] , and the collusion would impact their reputation and give others the witness of their misbehaviors.
Individuals honestly submit their real trip requests. If users report fake trip requests, the customized bus routes would be imprecise and it would be a waste of money to buy these bus tickets.
The global eavesdroppers are curious about the target users' privacy and try to infer their itineraries through the analysis of all collected messages.
Design goal
Our design goal is to provide CBS with the protection of users' trip information under the aforementioned system model and privacy model. To be specific, the goal of Privbus can be divided into two folds:
• Privacy Preservation. Users' sensitive trips should be encrypted before being submitted to fog nodes for privacy preservation. CBS server and fog nodes are required to perform trip clustering and bus route planning without learning detailed trips. Privbus protects users' trips and bus schedules against global eavesdroppers as well. When Privbus ends, CBS server only learns bus schedules, and the fog nodes cannot learn anything about users' trips. Meanwhile, each user only has information about her own departure time, pick-up and drop-off bus stops.
• Functions. Firstly, Privbus should improve the performance of implementing trip clustering without sacrificing clustering quality. Furthermore, Privbus saves online traffic for users by removing the clustering computation from users' smart devices to fog nodes. Finally, Privbus optimizes the routes of customized buses on the premise of satisfying user demand to increase the service provider's profit and improve the coverage of CBS.
Technologies used in privbus
In this section, we review the Paillier-based cryptosystem [21] and the DP clustering algorithm [34] , which are used to design Privbus.
The paillier-based cryptosystem
The Paillier cryptosystem with threshold decryption (PCTD) cryptosystem follows the idea in [11] and separates the private key into different shares [21] to support threshold decryption, consisting of the following algorithms: 1 ⃝ Key Generation, KeyGen(κ). An entity chooses two κ bit primes p 0 , p 1 , computes N = p 0 p 1 , λ = lcm(p 0 − 1, p 1 − 1) and defines function L(x) = (x−1) N . Then, it chooses a generator g ∈ Z * N 2 [9] of order (p 0 − 1)(q 0 − 1)/2. The public key is pk = (N, g) and the corresponding private key is sk = λ.
2
⃝ Encryption, E(m, pk). Let m ∈ Z N be a plaintext and r ∈ Z N be a random number. The ciphertext C can be generated as C = E(m, pk) = g m r N mod N 2
Given the ciphertext C and the corresponding private key sk, due to gcd(λ, N) = 1, the plaintext can be derived as m = D(C , sk) = L(C λ mod N 2 )λ −1 mod N. 4 ⃝ Private key splitting, KeyS(sk). The private key sk = λ can be randomly separated into k different shares. In particular, when k = 2, the partially private keys are denoted as sk (s) = λ s , s = 1, 2, where both λ 1 + λ 2 = 0 mod λ and λ 1 + λ 2 = 1mod N 2 hold [22] . 5 ⃝ Partial decryption, D sk (s) (C ). The ciphertext C can be partially decrypted with the partially private key sk (s) as D sk (s) 
For any m a , m b , r ′ ∈ Z N under the same pk, we have:
The PCTD has been proven to be semantically secure assuming the intractability of the Partially Discrete Logarithm (PDL) problem [21, 22] .
Density peaks (DP) clustering algorithm
The DP algorithm [34] is based on two observations. Firstly, any cluster center should be surrounded by neighboring points with lower local densities. Secondly, each cluster center is far away from other points with high local densities. Thus, DP algorithm [34] defines two metrics, ρ i and δ i , to quantify the local density of a data point i and the minimum distance from any other points with high densities to the data point i. These two metrics are used to locate density peaks that are indeed the cluster centers.
Given a data point i, the local density ρ i and the distance δ i of the point are computed as:
where d c is the cutoff distance. In other words, ρ i is equal to the number of data points within cutoff distance d c . Suppose j ′ = argmin j:ρ j >ρ i (d i,j ), the point i is assigned to the point j ′ which means the upslope point of the point i. If point i has the highest density among all data points, the point is called the absolute density peak and the corresponding parameter δ i is set as δ i = max j (d i,j ). As the parameter values γ i = ρ i δ i [8, 34] of cluster centers are much higher than that of other points, the cluster centers can be distinguished from other points. After selecting cluster centers, we can assign the remaining points to the corresponding cluster centers straightforwardly according to their upslope points.
Proposed privbus
In this section, we propose Privbus for the purpose of providing privacy-preserving CBS and discuss its security.
Overview
Privbus is organized as follows: initialization, fog-assisted DP clustering, privacy-preserving trip clustering, and bus route planning. Table 1 shows the notations throughout the paper.
In order to realize Privbus, additive homomorphic technique appears to be a suitable solution for our system. Additive homomorphic encryption schemes, such as the Paillier cryptosystem [30] , Bresson cryptosystem [5] and BGN cryptosystem [4] , allow other parties to perform some additive calculations over the ciphertext. Compared with Bresson's scheme, Paillier's scheme is more efficient in terms of bandwidth and decryption procedure [5, 30] . BGN cryptosystem only supports limited number of additive homomorphic operations [4] . Thus we utilize PCTD [21] which is based on Paillier cryptosystem as the building block of Privbus. Meanwhile, it is important to ensure that the outsourced encrypted data cannot be manipulated to compromise the privacy of users by fog nodes or the server. The PCTD [21] follows the idea in [11] and separates the private key into 2 different shares to support (2, 2) threshold decryption.
In initialization, Privbus is bootstrapped by using the key generation algorithm of the PCTD cryptosystem for all entities. The cutoff distance d c is defined for DP clustering. The public parameters of bus route optimization include η, β k , α and µ. Users (u i,j , i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n i ) create tuples ({tr i,j } (m,n i ) (i,j)=(1,1) ) to denote their trip requests.
In fog-assisted DP clustering, fog nodes partition the set of all users into many disjoint subsets according to the data locality property and execute comparison operations inside each partition, hence the number of comparison operations for DP clustering is reduced. Meanwhile, to guarantee the clustering quality, each user creates a set of fog nodes that are neighbors of the user's source location, called the neighboring fog node set. Since such neighboring fog node sets can make comparison operations self-contained within each fog node's crowdsourced dataset, the correctness of indicator (ρ, δ) calculation is guaranteed.
Privacy-preserving trip clustering is to perform the fog-assisted DP clustering with privacy-preserving techniques. As shown in Fig. 2 , this privacy-preserving mechanism of trip clustering includes the following 7 steps.
(a) Each user u i,j hides trip tr i,j and its neighboring fog node set F i,j in her trip request B i,j , and then submits it to fog node f i .
(b) After crowdsourcing trip requests in its service region, the fog node preprocesses these requests to collect more fresh encrypted trips from its d 0 -length neighbors outside its service region, for the purpose of maintaining the clustering quality. Then, each fog node refreshes all encrypted trips and forwards them to CBS server.
(c) CBS server adds random messages to these encrypted trips, partially decrypts them and sends to the fog node.
(d) The fog node obtains noise-added trips by running D T (·) algorithm with its partially private key, and then uses them to calculate a set of ciphertexts of the distance values (B (i) 4 ) between any noise-added trip in U i and another one in
(e) After receiving the ciphertext, CBS server removes noises hidden in the encrypted distances by utilizing additive homomorphism property of the PCTD cryptosystem.
(f) CBS server further uses a randomization rule supporting comparison on any two encrypted distances and outputs B (i) 6 .
Thus, fog node f i calculates ρ i,j by directly comparing the randomized distances after decrypting ciphertext B (i) 6 and obtaining randomized distances.
(g) CBS server and fog node finally run DP-based Trip Clustering Algorithm (Algorithm 1) together to obtain cluster centers and the member sets belonging to these clusters.
According to the clustering result, CBS server cooperates with fog nodes to provide the customized bus routes for users, and further optimizes these routes on the purpose to increase the service provider's profit and the service coverage. Each user's ticket information is encrypted under the user's public key, and then is sent to the corresponding fog node. When users are online, they download and decrypt it to obtain bus information. If users accept the bus routes, they could pay for the ticket and enjoy the trip provided by CBS.
The detailed privbus
(1) Initialization.
Given the security parameter κ, the Key Generation Center (KGC) generates a public-private key pair of the PCTD cryptosystem by running the algorithm (pk, sk) ← KeyGen(κ). The private key sk is randomly separated into two partially private keys m times by using KeyS(sk), denoted as sk (1,i) and sk (2,i) , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where sk (1,i) is the partially private key of fog node f i and sk (2,i) is that of CBS server. The KGC also runs KeyGen(κ) to generate a public-private key pair of any fog node f i ∈ F and that of each user u i,j , denoted as (pk i , sk i ) and (pk i,j , sk i,j ), respectively.
The server sets the public parameters d c = (d 0 , d 0 , t 0 ) and η. The fog node set is denoted by
. The locations of fog nodes are public information. The coverage radius of a fog node generally ranges from 500m to 3km [23] . The fog node f i serves users holding mobile devices within the scope of cell it covers, who are denoted as
denote the coordinates of the source and destination points, respectively, and t i,j refers to the expected arrival time. Table 1 Notations.
Notations Descriptions κ
The security parameter
The pseudonym of a user within f i 's service region
The u i,j 's public and private key pair
The f i 's public and private key pair pk, sk
The system's public and private key pair sk (s,i) The sk is separated into different sharing, s = 1, 2
, denoting source, destination and the expected arrival time
The cutoff distance, its squared value and the randomized (d c ) 2 d(tr i,j , tr τ ,ς ) The distance vector between two trips d(·, ·), d ′ (·, ·) A squared distance vector and randomized d(·, ·)
The local density of tr i,j , the minimum distance from others with higher density to tr i,j , and
The u i,j 's bus trip request B
The crowdsourced trip requests from users inside and outside the f i 's coverage, B
The noise added in the ciphertext of tr i,j
The ciphertexts of the noise-added trips in B
The ciphertexts of the distances between randomized trips in B
The ciphertexts of the distances in B
The ciphertexts of d ′
The results of point-point bus and optimized shuttle bus services
The ticket price per seat, the cost per unit distance per seat and the fixed cost for running a bus R m A direct path on the bus routing graph, R m ∈ R R *
The result of routes optimization for CBS e(a, b)
A direct edge on a path in R p l a The passenger load of e(a, b) p
The maximum passenger load of a bus For briefness, the range of each component is mapped into a set of integers.
(2) Fog-assisted DP Clustering.
In this subsection, we combine DP clustering and fog computing to improve the performance of implementing DP clustering without the clustering quality loss.
The DP clustering algorithm needs to compute ⌈ |U|(|U|−1) 2 ⌉ distances for the computation of the local density ρ and the distance δ defined in Eq. (5) . The computational cost is quadratic with respect to the total number of users |U| = ∑ m i=1 |U i |. In order to improve the performance of clustering computation, we use the data locality property of the fog node to partition the set of all
. If a user's source location is located in a fog node f j 's service region, the user is within between users' trips inside U i , the computational cost would be significantly reduced.
However, the calculation of ρ and δ fails to be self-contained within a partition generated by a fog node, since some users' d clength neighbors are usually not in the corresponding partition. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , when sources of users u i,1 , u i, 3 and u i,4 are located near the border line of f i , a large number of their d c -length neighbors are located outside f i 's service area. If only these d clength neighbors inside U i are counted, the users' local density values (ρ i,1 , ρ i,3 and ρ i,4 ) would be incorrect.
To guarantee the correctness of ρ and δ in fog-assisted DP clustering, u i,j should create a neighboring fog node set, denoted
The adjacent fog nodes in F i,j cover users whose source and u i,j 's source are d 0 -length neighbors. According to the general distribution of fog nodes presented in Fig. 2(a) , the range of d f is [1, 4] . The neighboring fog node sets help guarantee the correctness of implementing DP clustering according to the following analysis:
The Correctness of ρ. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , users u i,1 , u i,3 and u i,4 create their neighboring fog node sets
user hides the information about her neighboring fog node set in her trip request, f i would enable these neighboring fog nodes to obtain the user's fresh encrypted trips. Meanwhile, users u τ 4 ,ς 4 , Fig. 2(b) . Thus, f i obtains the ciphertext of tr τ 4 ,ς 4 , tr τ 5 ,ς 5 and tr τ 7 ,ς 7 under the public key pk. In this way, for each u i,j ∈ U i , f i is able to crowdsource the ciphertexts of all d 0 -length neighbors of the user's source location s i,j . Besides, if two users' trips are d c -length neighbors, their source locations would be d 0 -length neighbors according to Hence, δ is self-contained in the crowdsourced trip dataset stored on each fog node.
Therefore, the correctness of the indicator (ρ, δ) calculation is guaranteed in fog-assisted DP clustering due to the users' neighboring fog node sets. In other words, the correctness of implementing DP clustering is guaranteed.
(3) Privacy-preserving Trip Clustering.
In this subsection, the fog-assisted DP clustering is performed with privacy preserving techniques. (a) Request Submitting. As shown in Fig. 4 , the user u i,j generates bus trip request B i,j by encrypting trip tr i,j , random r (3) i,j and r
i,j ) under the public key pk, pk i and pk l i,j (f l i,j ∈ F i,j ), respectively. After submitting trip request B i,j to f i , u i,j can be offline and wait the bus ticket. (b) Request Exchange of Fog Nodes. This step is to further crowdsource the fresh encrypted trips outside the fog node's service region, which would make it self-contained to calculate local density ρ. It includes operations RanC(B i,j , sk i ) and
Fresh(C
i,j , C (4) i,j , sk l i ) as presented in Fig. 5 .
f l i,j denotes one of f i 's adjacent fog nodes. In Fresh
i,j from C
i,j to obtain u i,j 's fresh ciphertext C (1) i,j and refresh it according to Eq. (3). Meanwhile, f i executes Fresh(·) to obtain some users' fresh encrypted trips, whose source locations are d 0 -length neighbors of f i 's users and inside the adjacent fog nodes' service regions. f i divides the crowdsourced dataset into two disjoint subsets
l,j ′ )} l̸ =i for users inside and outside f i 's service region, respectively. The fog node sends B 5 and employs additive homomorphism encryption to calculate
Then CBS server sends B
is obtained by using the partially decryption algorithm. (d) Distance Calculation. The Euclidean distance d(·) is used to measure the distance between tr i,j (u i,j ∈ U i ) and tr τ ,
For easy reading, we use squared Euclidean distance value d(·, ·) instead of distance d(·, ·). f i partially decrypts C i τ ,ς with its partially private key sk (1,i) and uses D T (·) to obtain the randomized trip m (i) τ ,ς = tr τ ,ς +σ (i) τ ,ς . Then, f i calculates the squared distance d(m (i) i,j , m (i) τ ,ς ) and encrypts it with the public key pk to obtain the ciphertext of the randomized distance
(e) Randomness Removal. This step is to remove random noise hidden in the ciphertext B
the server calculates ±σ (i) i,j,τ ,ς = ±2(σ (i) τ ,ς − σ (i) i,j ) and
where C 0 i,j,τ ,ς is equal to the encrypted d(tr i,j , tr τ ,ς ).
(f) Distance Comparison.
This step is to support comparison on any two encrypted distances without learning the true values.
For three arbitrary integers r, r ′ and r ′′ such that r > r ′ > r ′′ ⩾ 0, inequality 0 < r ′ −r ′′ r < 1 holds. Hence, the inequality 
For 3-tuple d(tr i,j , tr τ ,ς ), CBS server randomly chooses secret parameters r i,j > r ′ i,j,τ ,ς > r ′′ i,j,τ ,ς ∈ (Z N ) 3 and sets
According to Eqs. (8) and (9), we have
Thus CBS server encrypts d ′ (tr i,j , tr τ ,ς ) and d ′ c by calculating
The server sends B
(g) Trip Clustering. f i runs lines 1-9 (Algorithm 1) to obtain the user u i,j 's local density and his upslope trip tr l 0 ,j 0 . After receiving the user's local density and ciphertexts of the upslope trip, CBS server then runs lines 10-14 (Algorithm 1) to calculate the user's distance δ i,j and the parameter γ i,j . Finally, CBS server selects the cluster center c k = tr i k ,j k according to the parameter γ i,j and obtains the corresponding member set Γ k , |Γ k | = L k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K on lines 15-20 (Algorithm 1). tr i,j ∈ Γ k means that the trip tr i,j belongs to the kth cluster. The distance between a trip and its cluster center is required to be less than the cutoff distance value d c .
(4) Bus Route Planning. In this phrase, CBS server and fog nodes provide the customized bus routes for CBS according to the trip clustering result, and further optimize the bus routes with the objective of maximizing its profit.
The source locations and destination locations of all cluster centers are potential bus stops, forming a set C = {s l k , d l k } K k=1 . Bus stops candidates in C serve as vertices of a graph. The weight of an edge from a to b in C refers to the driving miles from a to b, denoted as d(a, b). L k denotes the passenger load on the trip from source point s l k to destination point d l k . CBS server plans bus routes on the graph and arranges buses to pick users up. To be specific, CBS server communicates with fog nodes {f i k } k∈△Kp−p and requires information of these cluster centers, i.e., {C (1) i k ,j k , D sk (1,i) 
Then, CBS server decrypts it and obtains each c k = tr i k ,j k = D T (C (1) i k ,j k ). For each k ∈ △K p−p , CBS server further estimates the route length d k = d(s i k ,j k , d i k ,j k ) and the departure time t 0 i k ,j k to ensure that the selected users can arrive at d i k ,j k before the expected arriving time t i k ,j k . CBS server encrypts the bus ticket b ′
) under each purchaser's Algorithm 1 DP-Based Trip Clustering Algorithm
Input:
The public-private key pair (pk, sk), cutoff distance d c , all received ciphertexts for comparison {B (i) 6 } f i ∈F ; Output: Cluster U k and cluster center c k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K ;
Fog node f i works as: 1: for each user pair(u i,j , u τ ,ς ) do 2: 
; % u i,j 's local density 5: end for 6: for each user u i,j do 7:
trip tr l 0 ,j 0 of trip tr i,j according to Eq. (11) 8:
), ρ i,j } to CBS server; 9: end for CBS server works as: 10: for each user u i,j do 11: d(tr i,j , tr l 0 ,j 0 ) = D T (C 0 i,j,l 0 ,j 0 ); % Recover the distance value 12 : (a, b) is d(a, b) , so the length of route R m is expressed by ∑ e (a,b)∈Rm d(a, b) . The numbers of passengers getting on and off the bus at location a are denoted as p o a and p f a , respectively. The passenger load of edge e (a, b) is p l a . t 0 a denotes that the bus leaves the location a at the time t 0 a . The routes optimization problem can be formulated as the following system of equations: Compared with the customized bus routes in (a), the optimized bus routes increase the service provider's profit and improve its service coverage.
Security remarks
We discuss the security of Privbus and demonstrate that it achieves the goal of privacy preservation.
For any user u i,j , CBS server learns her fresh encrypted trip C (1) i,j ← E(tr i,j , pk) and executes either modular multiplication or modular exponentiation on these ciphertexts. The private key is separated into two different shares and CBS server only obtains a partially private key [21] . Owning to the semantic security of the PCTD cryptosystem [22] , the server cannot learn trip information hidden in these ciphertexts without knowing another partially private key which belongs to a fog node. For the purpose of customizing bus routes, CBS server is allowed to learn coordinates of each cluster center c k , the local density ρ k and the minimum distance δ k from the kth cluster center to any other points with higher density. Since each fog node is able to randomize ciphertexts before sending to CBS server, CBS server cannot link the encrypted trip or bus schedule to a specific user.
Each fog node only holds its own partially private key [21] , which cannot decrypt the crowdsourced ciphertexts without CBS server's partially private key. Given the user pair 
equations. Therefore, it is difficult for the fog node to identify their detailed trip information, i.e., tr i,j , tr τ ,ς , d(tr i,j , tr τ ,ς ).
The global eavesdroppers are only allowed to capture the information (including trips, random vectors, randomized trips, randomized distance values, and users' bus stops) encrypted in the PCTD cryptosystem. Therefore, the privacy of users' trips would not be exposed to the global eavesdroppers due to the semantic security of the PCTD cryptosystem [21, 22] .
Since the proposed fog-assistant approach does not need users to participate in the processes of trip clustering and route planing after users submit their trip requests, each user only can learn her own pick-up location, drop-off location, departure time and arrival time.
In conclusion, Privbus achieves our privacy-preserving goal.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Privbus in the aspects of computation complexity, clustering quality and crowdsourced bus results. We implement Privbus on a DELL R720 server (Xeon E5-2690, 2.9 GHz, 32 GB RAM, OS Ubuntu 14.04.), several Nexus 5 smartphones (2.3 GHz CPU, 2G RAM, 16G ROM, Android 6.0 system, Bluetooth v4.0) and laptops (Intel Core-i7-4710MQ CPU, 4 GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.04.3 64bit OS). The laptops work as fog nodes in our simulations. We assume that N and g are of 1024 and 160 bits for the sufficient semantic security of the PCTD cryptosystem [21, 22] . Under this assumption, a public key (N, g) is of 1184 bits, a ciphertext is of 2 log 2 N =2048 bits.
In the subsection of complexity analysis, the computation cost and communication overhead of Privbus are evaluated using a custom simulator built in C. We collect 15,000 rides from the traffic network in New York 8 for the simulation. The cutoff distance is d c = (d 0 , d 0 , t 0 ) = (500, 500, 6). The radius of each fog node's coverage is set to 1 km.
In the subsection of clustering quality, we run the DP-based trip clustering algorithm in Privbus and the privacy-preserving 8 https://github.com/toddwschneider/nyc-taxi-data method based on k-means clustering in XHYCZ [37] on a small sized dataset S4, 9 including 5000 instances from 15 clusters. The clustering quality of these approaches is evaluated by precision and recall. Precision and recall [40] are defined as precision(C ) = |TP|/(|TP| + |FP|) and recall(C ) = |TP|/(|TP| + |FN|), where C is the clustering result. TP, FP and FN denote true positive, false positive and false negative probability, respectively.
In the subsection of crowdsourced bus results, we run trip clustering operation in Privbus on the collected commuting rides and obtain 1430 clusters. Then we choose 10 random clusters which consist of long and popular commuting rides for the simulations of route planning. Parameters used in the simulations are set to be α = 0.001, p = 70, µ = 200, η = 1.5, cen(l) = C l , β(l) = { 10, d(l) <= 10 km, 10 −3 d(l), d(l) > 10 km. Table 2 shows the comparison result of Privbus, NFog and XHYCZ [37] in the aspect of computational complexity, where n and K are the number of users and clusters, respectively. NFog represents a basic Privbus version without fog nodes, where all operations executed on fog nodes in Privbus are run on their users' smart devices in NFog. XHYCZ [37] is a privacy-preserving method based on k-means clustering.
Complexity analysis
The computational cost is measured by counting the number of time-consuming cryptographic operation. Assume that h, mul 1 , mul 2 , exp 1 and exp 2 represent a keyed hash function of SHA-1, a 1024 bit modular multiplication, a 2048-bit modular multiplication, a 1024 bit modular exponentiation and a 2048-bit modular exponentiation, respectively. The online part starts with sending trip requests to the fog nodes and ends with receiving the encrypted bus-sharing result. The communication cost is evaluated by computing bits transmitted between entities. In XHYCZ [37] , I represents the number of iterations to achieve convergence and s denotes that the encrypted bus trip request is divided into s components during transmission. In Privbus, since a fog node can be a cellular base station and is generally adjacent to a = 6 fog nodes, the size of user u i,j 's neighboring fog node set can be |F i,j | = d f = 4. The number of users served by fog node f i is n i .
To perform k-means clustering, XHYCZ [37] requires I iterations and allocates a large number of exp 1 and mul 2 operations to every user in each iteration, hence the user's terminal device should provide large computational and bandwidth resources. As a result, the users need to stay online all the time in XHYCZ [37] . Privbus supports offline users after they submit encrypted trip requests to fog nodes, whereas users should execute many operations online in NFog and XHYCZ [37] . Hence, Privbus is friendly to resource-constraint mobile terminals due to the assistance of fog nodes.
To make trip clustering computation self-contained within each fog node's partition, any fog node f i collects bus trip requests of its users' d c -length neighbors from adjacent fog nodes and sets U ′ i for these neighbors' requests. We assume the sum of all
In a manner of spatial statistics, the total size ω can be evaluated as ω =
the radius of a fog node's service region. Hence, the computation complexity of Privbus on a fog node side and CBS server side can be denoted as O(max(n 2 Table 2 , respectively. Compared with ⌈n(n − 1)/2⌉ ∼ O(n 2 ) distances in original DP clustering, only O(n i n) distance values should be calculated for n users in Privbus. Therefore, fogassisted DP clustering improves the performance of initial DP clustering due to the assistance of fog nodes.
We choose 10 random subsets from the collected 15,000 trips. The size of these subsets varies from 500 to 5000. Fig. 6(a) illustrates that the execution time of Privbus, NFog and XHYCZ [37] increases with the increasing size of user set. Since CBS server has strong computational capability and sufficient storage space, the execution time on a user' resource-limited device has big impact on that of the whole schemes. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , Privbus has the lowest execution time on the user side, because users only need to submit and download message once. Meanwhile, the time spent on the user side remains stable in Privbus and XHYCZ [37] . NFog and XHYCZ require users to stay online and execute many operations, resulting in much more execution time on the user side, as presented in Fig. 7 .
Clustering quality
The clustering results of Privbus and XHYCZ [37] are shown in Fig. 8 . Table 3 further compares their precisions and recalls in detail. There are 15 clusters in the ground truth shown in Fig. 8(a) . Fig. 8 (b) presents that XHYCZ [37] fails to identify clusters which are close to each other, leading to low precision and recall of clusters in the overlapping areas, e.g., cluster 9 and cluster 11 as shown in Table 3 . Although the k-means clustering algorithm correctly identifies 14 clusters in XHYCZ [37] , it makes mistakes with cluster 9, which just achieves 3.24% and 2.08% in aspects of precision and recall, respectively. Fog-assisted DP used in Privbus correctly identifies all the 15 clusters which have a lot of overlap, hence Privbus performs better than XHYCZ [37] on the clustering quality. 
Crowdsourced bus results
The chosen 10 clusters are shown in Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9(b) shows the distribution of source and destination locations when the red rectangle area in Fig. 9(a) is zoomed in to the maximum. Based on these clusters, we obtain 10 bus routes and 5 more optimized Tables 4 and 5 , respectively, where DT, TM and PL denote departure time, traveling miles and passenger load, respectively. Table 4 illustrates that the customized bus routes are profitable with the full passenger load and the long traveling miles. C 10 gains the lowest profit as it has the least passenger load and the shortest path. The coverage of this service reaches to 77.52% if the full passenger load is guaranteed.
When the bus routes are optimized with the objective of maximizing the service provider's profit, the full passenger load could not be ensured all the time. As shown in Table 5 , R * 5 gains the lowest profit as it has the long path with the most vacant seats, while R * 1 and R * 2 serve 2 clusters with full passenger load, resulting in high profit. Thus, the bus routes with full passenger load and short traveling miles are usually efficient. After the route optimization, the number of users can be served increases by 305, and the whole coverage of CBS rises from 77.52% to 88.39%. We compare the expected traveling miles of bus trips provided by two types (R m .d(C l ), d(C l )) in Table 6 . The ratio of them is less than 1.5, hence Privbus satisfies the user demand of a fast bus trip.
To deploy Privbus in CBS applications, such as Bridj, Jiewo, and Bus Pooling, fog nodes should be deployed between the users' terminal devices and CBS server. Fog nodes can be base stations, WiFi access points or femtocell routers [23] in the real world. Besides, the encryption and decryption procedures of PCTD Cryptosystem should be executed on each entity in the CBS system. Every party will have less runtime with a smaller N which implies a narrower plaintext range, resulting in a lower level of security. Thus it is necessary to choose an appropriate N to strike a balance between computational overhead and security level in a real-world implementation. Finally, further optimization is expected to reduce the online computation time in practice, as our simulations use the publicly available C implementation of Paillier cryptosystem 10 without any optimization.
Related works
The existing privacy-preserving clustering schemes can be mainly divided into two categories [2, 3] : randomization-based [1, 16, 29] and cryptography-based solutions [33, [37] [38] [39] . Agrawal and Srikant [1] firstly proposed a PPC scheme over a dataset by adding random noises. İnan et al. [16] developed an improved data-perturbation method to perform privacy-preserving clustering over horizontally partitioned data, in which the communication cost is high due to the frequent interactions between distributed entities. To improve the efficiency of PPC, Haar wavelet transform and scaling data perturbation [13] were used to protect the underlying numerical attribute values subjected to clustering analysis. Oliveira et al. [29] further focused on balancing the trade-off between privacy and clustering quality, and proposed a geometric transformation-based method, which distorts data and enables the partition and hierarchical clustering. However, randomization-based PPC methods usually fail to guarantee the clustering accuracy [3] , since clustering is carried out on the tailored data. Meanwhile, secure multi-party computation and homomorphic encryption [32] were utilized to protect users' privacy during data clustering. Secure multi-party computation technique was used to address the arbitrarily-partitioned PPC problem under partially truthful two-party and multi-party models [6, 19, 24] . The computational cost is high in most of these methods, hence they are only applicable to small datasets. In order to facilitate the clustering of a large dataset, researchers built many privacy-preserving and outsourced mechanisms on clouds [33, [37] [38] [39] by combining homomorphic encryption technique and k-means clustering algorithm. Since interactive computations are carried out on the user side in the process of k-means clustering, most of these schemes [20, 33, 37] need online users. PPHOCFS [41] removes iteration calculation and improves clustering quality by using DP clustering, but it also fails to support offline users, as users should encrypt and decrypt the intermediate values on their terminal devices.
Different from the existing works, our preliminary work [14] proposed a Privacy-preserving rIde Clustering (PIC) scheme, which removes iterative calculation and allows users to stay offline after submitting their trip requests. In this paper, we further propose Privbus to provide a privacy-enhanced CBS. Privbus enhances the performance of implementing privacy-preserving DP clustering without sacrificing clustering quality and hampering the functions of PIC due to the data locality property of fog nodes. Besides, Privbus optimizes routes on the premise of satisfying the user demand for the purpose of increasing the profit and the coverage of CBS.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed Privbus, a privacy-enhanced crowdsourced bus service, to improve the performance of clustering calculation and maintain its clustering quality without exposing the individual travel plans of users. Privbus can perform the fogassisted DP clustering efficiently with privacy preservation, while reducing computation cost on users' smart devices to save online traffic for users. In addition to the customized bus routes, Privbus can further optimize routes to maximize CBS provider's profit on the premise of satisfying the user demands, including the users' 10 https://github.com/skgrush/GMP-Paillier-Crypto acceptable walking distance to bus stops, acceptable waiting time, expected arrival time and fast bus trips. We demonstrated that Privbus reaches the desirable security and privacy goals, and shown the low computational and communication overhead of Privbus. For the future work, we will make the privacy-preserving approaches for CBS work in dynamic scenarios.
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